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Abstract 
Different methods of particle mixing index are summarized in detail, such as average height method, nearest neighbour method, 
neighbour distance method, Lacey method, mixing entropy method, coordination number method, particle-scale index method 
and Siiria method. All these particle mixing indexes are calculated in two classical particle related process, that are the rotating 
drum and the spouted bed based on simulation results using DEM method. Then the comparative analysis of different kinds of 
particle mixing index is given in different aspects, such as calculation complexity, parameter dependency, grid dependency, color 
dependency and direction dependency. The performances of different particle mixing indexes are evaluated, the advantages and 
disadvantages of different indexes are pointed out, and the recommendation adaptation ranges are given finally. General speaking, 
the neighbour distance method seems as the best choice for studying the particle mixing process because of its superior 
performance. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Particle mixing is a very important process in the particle related areas. It is an classic topic about quantitative 
evaluation of the particle mixing degree. Generally, it is difficult to accurately quantify the particle mixing behavior 
under the experimental conditions. But if the DEM (Discrete Element Method) was used to describe the particle in 
the simulation process, various details information of particles can be obtain accurately, such as the particle position 
at any time, so the accurate quantitative calculation of particle mixing can be obtained. Before the quantitative 
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calculation of the particle mixing degree, the characterization method of particles mixing, which called particle 
mixing index, should be defined.  
Many scientific researchers have given a variety of definition and calculation methods of particle mixing index, 
and different mixing index is used in different literature. But the comparative study on the characterization methods 
of particle mixing index has not been discussed in the previous studies. This paper summarizes different calculation 
methods of particle mixing index in detail, such as average height method[1], nearest neighbour method[2], neighbour 
distance method[1], Lacey method[3], mixing entropy mthod[4], coordination number method[5], particle-scale index 
method[5] and Siiria method[6]. All these particles mixing indexes are calculated for particle mixing process in the 
rotating drum and the spouted bed. The comparative analysis of these eight kinds of particles mixing index is given 
in different aspects, such as calculation complexity, parameter dependency, grid dependency, color dependency and 
direction dependency. Also, the performance of different particle mixing indexes is evaluated, the advantages and 
disadvantages of different indexes are pointed out, and the recommendation adaptation ranges are given finally. 
2. Particle mixing index 
2.1 Average height method 
The average height method is a very simple method by monitoring the average height of different part of colored 
particles and has been widely used[7]. Considering mono disperse system, the particles can be divided into halves 
given different colors. For the vertical direction in the mixing process, the upper half and the down half of the 
particles are separately colored white and black. For a given time, the average height of the white particles can be 
defined as:  
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Zwhite is 0.5 when the particles are fully unmixed and 1.0 when fully mixed. So the mixing index can be defined 
as: 
2 0.5whiteM Z  ˄  ˅                                                                                                                                     (2) 
2.2 Nearest neighbour method 
In the nearest neighbour method, the particles are divided into halves and are colored white and black firstly. 
Subsequently twelve (nnb) nearest particles are defined as neighbouring particles for each particle. For a given time, 
if the particle and its neighbours have the same color, the particles are unmixed. When more than half of the 
neighbours have different color, it is fully mixed. Thus the mixing index can be defined as: 
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in which ndiff, nnb represent the number of neighbours colored different and the number of neighbours respectively.  
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2.3 Neighbour distance method 
Neighbour distance method is kind of method of determining the mixing degree by the distance of two nearest 
particles. For two certain particles, the distance between their centres is determined initially, which is about the 
diameter of one particle. The distance would increase as the particles are mixed gradually. The curve for the distance 
between nearest neighbour with time is not smooth because the bed expands and collapses, while which of randomly 
selected pairs is smooth. In this case, the mixing index can be defined as: 
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in which n is the number of nearest neighbour pairs, d is the average diameter of particles, xij and xik represent the 
distance between the nearest neighbour particles and distance between randomly selected pairs respectively.  
2.4 Lacey method 
Lacey index  was developed using statistical analyzing and was used most extensively in many reports[8][9]. In the 
first step the colored particles are divided into a group of cells. Thus the Lacey index can be defined as: 
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in which S2 is the variance of the number fraction of white particles in each cell, S02 and SR2 is the variance of fully 
demixed system and fully mixed system, which can be respectively defined as: 
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in which N represents the number of cells, n is the average number of particles in each cell, while xm, xi respectively 
represent the average number fraction of white particles and the number fraction of white particles in each cell. 
Lacey index depends on the amount of the cells. Lacey index would be higher when divided into more cells. 
2.5 Mixing entropy method 
In the mixing entropy method, the local mixing entropy e(k) in the specifical grid cell k = (kx, ky, kz) is calculated 
using Boltzmann’s expression firstly: 
         1 1 2 2ln lne x x x x k k k k k                                                                                               (9) 
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where x1(k), x2(k) is the number fraction of white particle, black particle in cell k respectively. It can be found that 
the local entropy is zero if the cell contains no particles or particles of one type only. The local entropies are then 
weighted by the number of particles in that cell, n(k), to yield the global entropy at time t: 
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where N=ěkn(k), is the conserved total number of particles. The perfectly segregated global entropy is zero and the 
perfectly mixed global entropy Emix(t) can be obtained. For simplicity, The global entropy can be normalized as 
Enorm(t)=E(t)/Emix(t), and Enorm(t) will change from 0 to 1, which refers to the mixing index (M).  
2.6 Coordination number method 
Coordination number can be used for investigating the mixing index at the individual level[10]. For one particle 
and another particle in the bed, if the distance between their surfaces is less than 10% d, which is the diameter of the 
smaller particle, the two particles can be considered as contacted with each other. The number of the particles 
contacted with the particle namely is the coordination number. 
The particles can be divided into halves and are colored white and black, and then the mixing index can be 
defined as nearest neighbour method: 
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The difference is how to determine the number of particles (nnb). In nearest neighbour method, nnb is 12, but in 
coordination number method, nnb is the coordination number, which is changed at different time. 
2.7 Particle-scale index method 
Particle-scale index method is based on the coordination number which can investigate the mixing system at the 
particle level[5]. Firstly the particles are colored black and white respectively into a binary mixture. For a given 
particle i (black or white), the particle fraction of black particles contacted with particle i can be defined as: 
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where CnB is the number of black particles contacted with particle i, and Cni is the number of all particles contacted 
with particle i, namely coordination number.  
Similar to Lacey index, the particle-scale index can be defined as: 
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in which St2 is the variance of particle fraction pi at time t,  S02 and SR2 is respectively the variance of pi when 
particles are fully demixed and mixed.  St2 can be obtained by as follows: 
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where N is the number of all particles,  pt  is the average value of particle fraction. As for S02 and SR2, they can be 
obtained as respectively: 
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where p is the number fraction of black particles in the mixture, and n  is sample size of particles, Cn  is the average 
coordination number of the particles. Note that, the fully-mixed particles should be considered as monosized 
regarding that SR2 can’t be obtained with different sizes of particles. 
2.8 Siiria method 
Siiria method of mixing index is based on changes in relative position of a pair of particles with time[6]. In this 
method, every two particles form a pair, and the changes of the relative position between particles will have an 
effect on the mixing index. The changes give a larger effect on the mixing degree if the initial distance between 
particles is short. 
The definition of the mixing index by determining the mixing value of every single particle pair, which can be 
defined as: 
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where R is a dimensionless variable which values between 0~1, g is a scaling factor of dimension length, and xij,  xnij 
represents the initial and the changed distance between particles i and j respectively. Thus the factor can be used to 
describe the changes of the distance between a particle pair. Then the mixing index of all particles can be obtained 
as: 
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which is the average value of mixing degree of all particle pairs in the system. 
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3. Particle mixing process in the rotating drum and the spouted bed 
3.1 Modeling and parameters 
Discrete element method essentially involves detecting particle collisions, predicting the collision forces and then 
moving the particles and objects according to these forces. The heart of the method is the spring and dashpot contact 
force model. The normal force has a spring to provide the repulsive force and a dashpot to provide the inelasticity in 
the collision. The tangential force has an incrementing spring that models tangential elastic deformation of the 
contacting surfaces and a dashpot to model plastic deformation. When the two particles slide under a normal force, a 
frictional force results. The tangential force is limited by the Coulomb friction. The rolling friction is accounted for 
by applying a torque to the contacting surfaces. Considering the above forces, the soft sphere model is composed of 
mechanical elements such as a spring, dash-pot and friction slider. It can be used to couple with CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) for simulating particle fluidization process. In this work, EDEM and Fluent 
commercial software were used. 
The rotating drum and the spouted bed are simulated as a typical particle mixing process in this study. The 
physical parameters and their values in simulation are given in Table 1. Note the effect of air on the flow behavior in 
the rotating drum, which may be significant at high rotation speeds, is ignored in this work.  
     Table 1. Physical parameters and their values in the rotating drum and the spouted bed. 
 Parameter Value 
Rotating drum 
Drum, D×L(mm) 200*40 
Particle radius, r(mm) 2mm 
Numbers of particle 1 2000 
Numbers of particle 2 2000 
 Rotation speed, Ω (rad/s) 5 
 Particle density, ρ(kgm-3) 2600 
Spouted bed 
Particle radius, r(mm) 2mm 
Numbers of particle 1 2000 
Numbers of particle 2 2000 
Particle density, ρ(kgm-3) 2600 
Gas inlet velocity, m/s 20 
DEM parameters 
Young’s modulus, Nm-2 2.3*107 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
Restitution coefficient 0.1 
Friction coefficient 0.5 
Rolling friction coefficient 0.01 
∆t 10-6,1/10 of ∆t in CFD 
 
The initial packing state and the grid used in calculating mixing index are given in Fig.1.  
 
    
Fig. 1 The initial packing state and the grid for calculating mixing index. 
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3.2 Mixing index 
3.2.1 The rotating drum 
In this part, the mixing indexes defined by eight methods are calculated and discussed in various aspects. The 
particle mixing processes in rotating drum are given in Fig.2. It can be found that, the particles were fully unmixed 
at around 1.5s. As we started rotating the drum, two colored particles mixed gradually, and after time 6s, the 
particles can be nearly seen fully mixed. The whole mixing process is quick and stable. 
 
 
1.5s                                               2s                                                4s 
 
 
 
6s                                                8s                                               10s 
Fig.2 The particle mixing process in rotating drum 
The mixing indexes defined by different methods are calculated, as shown Fig.3-a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h. As can be 
seen from the mixing index-time curves, owing to the different definitions of the calculation methods, the eight 
different methods show various results for the mixing index.  
The average height method is the simplest method among eight methods, and its 95% mixing time is lower than 
any other method mentioned above in vertical direction. However, the time curve shows a damped oscillation, and 
the mixing index can be larger than 1, as shown in Fig. 2, due to the invert of two part of colored particles. Thus, it’s 
difficult to explain the mechanism of the mixing procedure. Yet the average height method still can be used for the 
quick judgment of mixing degree. 
Coordination number method has the same equation as the nearest neighbour method, and their difference is the 
definition of the neighbours. Since we determined twelve nearest particles for the nearest neighbour method, and the 
coordination number for coordination number method is around 10, the two methods have the similar results for the 
mixing index. The 95% mixing time for the two methods is a little longer than the average height method, and the 
advantage for both of which is the grid-independency. 
Neighbour distance method is relatively simple and the time curve is smooth, but the 95% mixing time is a little 
longer than any other method. The advantage of the neighbour distance method is grid-independent and color-
independent 
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Lacey method is grid-dependent. A coarse grid gives higher mixing index, while a fine grid gives lower mixing 
index. Owing to the 12h1h12 sparse grid, Fig.2-d shows a steep curve. Lacey method is also color-dependent. 
Particle-scale method relies on the use of coordination number and the definition of lacey method, which shows 
the similar mixing curve to the lacey method, and their mixing time are close to each other. The time curve shows a 
small fluctuation at the beginning, which is influenced by the lacey method. 
As for mixing entropy method, the mixing curve also shows a mini oscillation initially, and the mixing time is 
lower than most of mixing methods. The mixing entropy method is relatively simple, while the disadvantage of the 
mixing entropy method is its color-dependency and grid-dependency. 
Siiria method depends on the variables R and g. As the variables change, it shows a significant difference. Fig. 2-
h shows mixing index change with time when R is 0.87, g is 60, it can be seen that the curve also shows an 
oscillation initially, and the mixing index is no larger than 0.35. With the Siiria method, it’s difficult to choose 
suitable R and g, despite that the advantage of Siiria method is its color-independency and grid-independency. 
      
a) Average height method                                                    b) Nearest neighbour method 
      
    c)  Neighbour distance method                                                        d) Lacey method 
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e) Mixing entropy method                                              f) Coordination number method 
 
 g) Particle-scale index method                                                                 h) Siiria method                                                 
Fig. 3 The mixing index vs time via different methods in the rotating drum 
3.2.2 The spouted bed 
For particle mixing process in the spouted bed, the mixing process is given in Fig.4. It can be found that mixing 
process in the spouted bed is much quicker than in rotating drum. The mixing indexes calculated from the different 
methods are given in Fig.5-a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h as follows. 
 
 
0s                                     0.1s                                          0.3s                                    0.5s 
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            0.8s                                     1.4s                                            2s                                          2.6s 
Fig.4 The particle mixing process in the spouted bed 
In general, the time curves for the mixing procedure of the spouted bed have the same trend as those of the 
rotating drum, but there are still some differences. For the average height method and Siiria method, the oscillation 
of the curves is smaller than that of drum, owing to the different particle movement behavior in the spouted bed. 
And sharp peaks show at around 0~0.5s, that’s because the particles suddenly spouted at the beginning, causing the 
spatially uneven distribution of the particles.  
The nearest neighbour method, the neighbour distance method and the coordination number method almost keep 
unchanged, due to the grid-independency. For the Lacey method, the amplitude of oscillation is larger because of the 
sparser grid than that of the drum. Similar to the Lacey method, the curves for the particle-scale method and the 
mixing entropy method show an oscillation but much smoother. Also the mixing index of Siiria method is no larger 
than 0.4, and the curve also shows an oscillation initially. 
               
a) Average height method                                                    b) Nearest neighbour method 
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    c)  Neighbour distance method                                                        d)  Lacey method 
                 
e) Mixing entropy method                                            f) Coordination number method  
                 
g) Particle-scale index method                                                h) Siiria method 
Fig. 5 The mixing index vs time via different methods in the spouted bed 
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4. Comparative analysis 
In this section, the comparative analysis of the above particles mixing index are given in different aspects, such 
as calculation complexity, parameter dependency, grid dependency, color dependency and direction dependency. 
The results are summarized in Table 2. 
For the complexity, as can be seen from the equations above, the average method is the simplest, the neighbour 
distance, Lacey method and the mixing entropy method can also be easily calculated. Among these remain 4 
methods, Siiria method is the most complicated for calculating the distance of every two particles. 
For the parameter dependency, most methods can be tested repeatedly except the nearest neighbour distance 
method and the Siiria method, owing to the mixing index changing with the number of the nearest particles and 
variables R and g. Specially for Siiria method, the result will vary in a large range as the variables R and g change. 
For the grid dependency, we can know that only the lacey method and the mixing entropy method are grid-
dependent, from the definition of those mixing index methods, which means the mixing index can be seriously 
influenced by the grid dimension. 
For the color dependency, only the neighbour distance method and Siiria method are color-independent, which 
simplifies the calculation to some extent, but Siiria method is parameter dependency. So general speaking, the 
neighbour distance method seems as the best choice for studying the particle mixing process. 
For multi-direction aspect, all methods can be calculated in all directions, but the adopting methods were 
different. For color-dependent methods, such as average height method, the mixing index in x, y, z directions can be 
calculated while the colored particles are divided into bottom and top, left and right or front and back parts at the  
initial state, so the mixing index in different directions can be obtained simultaneously in one simulation process. 
For grid-dependent methods, the mixing index in x, y, z directions can be calculated based on grid in special 
directions. For neighbour distance method and Siiria method, the mixing index in x-direction, y-direction or z-
direction can also be calculated by changing xij, xik or xnij, xnik into the distance between the partners in x-direction, y-
direction or z-direction. In this case, the average distance for two touching particles in x, y, z direction should be 
4d/π2. 
And for multi-size aspect, the average height method can be used for calculating the mixing index of particles of 
different sizes, it’s worth noting that Zwhite would change with the particle size when particles are fully unmixed. For 
grid-dependent methods, nearest neighbour method and Siiria method, which needn’t consider the size parameter, 
they can also be used for multi-sized particles. For the other methods such as neighbour distance method and 
coordination number method, the calculation of mixing index is related to the diameter, thus they are not suited for 
the mixing process of multi-sized particles directly and should be modified in the future. 
Table 2. Comparative analysis of different methods 
 Average 
height 
method 
Nearest 
neighbour 
method 
Neighbour 
distance 
method 
Lacey 
index 
 
Mixing 
entropy 
Coordination 
number 
 
Particle scale 
index 
Siiria method 
Complexity -- + - - - + + ++ 
Parameter dependency  - + - - - - - + 
Grid dependency - - - + + - - - 
Color dependency + + - + + + + - 
Mutli-direction  + + + + + + + + 
Multi-size  + + - + + - - + 
5. Conclusions 
z DEM simulations can be used to describe the mixing process of particles, which gives the details of particle 
position, number and other parameters. 
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z Average height method is simplest and its mixing time is shorter than any other method. The disadvantage 
of average height method is the mixing index-time curve is steep, and the mixing index is much larger than 
1, which is not suited for analyzing the mechanism of the mixing procedure. 
z Nearest neighbour method is similar with the coordination number method, the difference is how to 
determine the number of neighbour particles. 
z Particle-scale method combines the definition of Lacey method and coordination number, resulting in the 
same trend of the mixing index-time curve and similar mixing time, while Lacey method is grid-dependent. 
Mixing entropy method has a short mixing time, and the curve is smooth, only the grids dimension should 
be taken into consider carefully. 
z Neighbour distance method is both grid-independent and color-independent, and the curve is smooth. As for 
Siiria method, which is also grid-independent and color-independent, but the mixing index can be 
influenced seriously by the variables R and g.  
z General speaking, considering the (dis) advantage of the eight methods, the neighbour distance method is 
the suitable method of measuring mixing index in different particle mixing process. But it should be 
modified for multi-size particle mixing process. 
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